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 Personally i think exuberant and free and boundless. I was initially looking for information on
Chakras. The Dressing Your Truth site emerged up and sparked some interest. I took the free
course online & after that purchased "Dressing Your Truth, Discover Your Type of Beauty".I read
through the book in a few days. I honestly felt more emotional than I anticipated from a book like
this, studying strengths &!I related most with Type 4 &. I wanted to become like the Type 2 and
could relate to many of the factors I read.I needed more information and in addition purchased
"It's Simply My Nature". Seeking Since my mother's long illness and passing, I felt like the one
person who really knew and understood me in this life is fully gone. makeup together with the
proper motion on my own body do certainly make a visible difference in how I feel about myself
and how other folks treat me. After working through some psychological baggage, I finally
understood the qualities I've in the sort 4 energy aren't a bad thing and when comprehended can
empower and boost my confidence. I have the Type 4 course today and outfit per the Type 4
guidelines.Dressing in the bold genuine colors, with the right haircut &I truly believe this is a
emotional healing plan first and then supported by "Dressing Your Truth". Definitely eyesight
opening and incredibly insightful. A lot of us (particularly ladies) have already been told that our
personalities are unacceptable to culture and thus people try to cram themselves into tiny boxes
in order to be "okay. I tried to talk myself out to be a sort 1, but, slowly but surely, I saw that I am
certainly a type 1 and I couldn't become more thrilled. Five Stars Lifechanging! As you examine
this reserve you can rediscover your accurate nature, the part that is THE piece you have known
was missing.. but I'm glad I purchased both Initially I thought it had been the majority of the
same information as her Dressing Your Truth publication, but I'm pleased I bought both. Read
this book and start making positive methods to put the real you into action!just it wasn't really
missing, you merely weren't hearing it anymore. Fascinating read. It is difficult to spell it out what
that felt like when I opened my eyes to observe and my heart to like WHO I AM once again (it's
been an extended, long, very long time since I hid my accurate character deep inside, and that
component of myself has been bubbling up looking to get my interest since 2010, when my
marriage fell aside).! weaknesses of each type.! I love you and what you stand for! Once you
know truth there is absolutely no turning back, only moving forward. I am excited to rediscover
and grow even more comfortably into my accurate nature which I have already been so out of
touch with all these years! I am learning, accepting and joyfully owning new, wonderful, delightful
things about myself every day! It is difficult to deny the truth!!!Obtain the book. Yay to being a
Type 1!. I had trouble choosing that I'm a Type 3 with a very solid secondary Type 4. I don't have
it all put together in my head yet, but the authors strategy makes more sense than anything I've
discovered or experienced about human being behavior. Carol, many thanks..set it aside if you
want to (it's rather a lot to take all at once initially, especially if you are in denial, as We was), but
come back to it until you are feeling yourself have that second when all of a sudden you
remember who have you are.. Type 3, but didn't think highly of those traits in myself..it's pretty
danged awesome! I am obtaining answers to so many things about life given that used to keep
me feeling puzzled, frightened, unsure and insecure for some of my life. Today, as I gain brand-
new perspectives and udnerstanding, points are falling into place with very little effort or thought
(unless I am having a day time when I feeling more resistant rather than open to the experience).
Finding other info that are not in the other book. We tried hard to dislike this. I attempted to be all
of the types. If you have constantly felt like other women had or knew something about
themselves that you did not know about yourself, then this book will probably help cause you to
that answer! With this reserve and most of Carol's assets plus outside help to release aged
patterns and mental poison about myself, I've blossomed. I am happy nearly all the time and that



was a difficult one to reach.Emotional Healing In February 2014, I ran across the Dressing Your
Truth website by accident, while looking for potential answers to improve my health.. Four Stars
Interesting Insightful Really informative!! Bring out the real you! It could get confusing because it
could be hard to find yourself correctly....but with that being said, I sure did enjoy scanning this
publication and had fun figuring out which of the four personal beauty profile types I fell less
than.. I've produced some positive adjustments with some recommendations from the book (and
website). Thanks a lot Carol for breaking each of the four types right down to their own chapter
and going to great length to describe each one (which really is a big help in determining which
Type the reader is). Each chapter also expands on each type, rendering it fun to move with,
bringing out and building up the positives of each Type. This reserve is a feel-good self-help book
that gives the reader a complete brand-new refreshing outlook upon themselves. Do you want to
appear at yourself in a whole in light?. Vital information for all Carol Tuttle lays out her four Types
methodology in this reserve, which is a superb read for a number of reasons. Discovering your
true nature is "FREEDOM"!" The effect is that no one is okay because they are silencing their true
personal for the sake of compliance that may not actually be required.Highly recommended for
individuals who wonder why the self-help books aren't helping ... which is because it is okay to
become who you are.Signed, a sort 3 Woman I Recommend It Carol does an excellent job in this
book, but I think there is so much more to it.read the book. I really was not so sure approximately
stereotyping people into groups. It sounds easier than it truly is. I had to decelerate and think
about things. I really do recommend this reserve, however, because I believe it can become very
useful. I know it was to me. Love it Love it A total Eye Opener! I wish We had discovered this book
YEARS ago, it would have saved me so very much pain and personal loathing! I wanted to dislike
you, but I cannot! Gave me a lot of insight into how my energy type could result in my
appearance and character type. The solution is you already know, but for whatever reason you
had to say 'no' compared to that component of yourself and rather gave into believing and
behaving with techniques which were not your organic way of being -- your true NATURE -- how
you were made. After reading the book, in-may 2014, I finally decided to choose the online
membership and chose Type 2. I believed why not try to know yourself, after that? And while your
at it, why not take a crack at better knowing and understanding those around you that you LOVE
so much? Why not take a stage to create daily interactions more comfortable for everybody. I
finished this reserve in two days accompanied by the suggestion of a comprehensive stranger..
I'm ready to see how everything starts to unfold and I'm looking forward to peace and harmony
with self and with others.. Can't hide from your truth! Fascinating read. Definitely attention
opening and very insightful.When I realized my true nature (and at first I held onto the denial that
it had been who I am -- I didn't believe that is most likely the 'real me'), once I acknowledged that
very important little bit of myself I felt a definite shift within.Other books I have are "The Child
Whisper" and "Remembering Wholeness".
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